Detailed evaluation of one step nucleic acid (OSNA) molecular assay for intra-operative diagnosis of sentinel lymph node metastasis and prediction of non-sentinel nodal involvement: experience from a London teaching hospital.
One step nucleic acid (OSNA) is a molecular diagnostic assay for intra-operative detection of sentinel node metastases. This study compared OSNA with standard histopathology in 283 nodes from 170 patients to evaluate sensitivity, specificity and concordance of the two methods. Additional analysis was done to investigate how cytokeratin 19 mRNA copy number affects prediction of non-sentinel node positivity. OSNA sensitivity was 93.2% and specificity 95.8%. Concordance between OSNA and histology was 95.6%. In the patients who had axillary clearance, the OSNA mRNA copy number on the sentinel node had 100% negative predictive value for histologically proven metastasis. mRNA copy numbers <1400 were not associated with histologically proven metastasis in subsequent nodes at axillary clearance. OSNA is a reliable method for the intra-operative evaluation of axillary lymph node metastasis even when half of the lymph node is used. Identification of mRNA copy number threshold predicting the positivity of non-sentinel axillary nodes seems to be feasible and would be clinically important.